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temporally environmental change in a
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Abstract

Background: Natural selection on fitness-related traits can be temporally heterogeneous among populations. As
climate changes, understanding population-level responses is of scientific and practical importance. We examined
18 phenotypic traits associated with phenology, biomass, and ecophysiology in 403 individuals of natural Populus
trichocarpa populations, growing in a common garden.

Results: Compared with tree origin settings, propagules likely underwent drought exposures in the common
garden due to significantly low rainfall during the years of measurement. All study traits showed population
differentiation reflecting adaptive responses due to local genetic adaptation. Phenology and biomass traits were
strongly under selection and showed plastic responses between years, co-varying with latitude. While phenological
events (e.g., bud set and growth period) and biomass were under positive directional selection, post-bud set
period, particularly from final bud set to the onset of leaf drop, was selected against. With one exception to water-
use efficiency, ecophysiology traits were under negative directional selection. Moreover, extended phenological
events jointly evolved with source niches under increased temperature and decreased rainfall exposures. High
biomass coevolved with climatic niches of high temperature; low rainfall promoted high photosynthetic rates
evolution.

Conclusions: This work underpins that P. trichocarpa is likely to experience increased fitness (height gain) by
evolving toward extended bud set and growth period, abbreviated post-bud set period, and increased drought
resistance, potentially constituting a powerful mechanism for long-lived tree species in surviving unpredictably
environmental extremes (e.g., drought).

Keywords: Phenotypic plasticity, Local adaptation, Natural selection, Common-garden approach, Climate change,
Ordinary least-squares, Populus trichocarpa

Background
Anthropogenic climate change is rapidly altering the en-
vironments experienced by flora and fauna [1, 2]. Wide-
spread tree dieback events and other large-scale
disturbances are already underway in many forests and
woodlands [3–5]. These trends have been attributed to
the direct and indirect impacts of drought stress and ele-
vated temperatures and are expected to continue as a

result of further global warming and drying [3, 5–7].
Under high environmental variability, natural selection is
thought to favor flexibility in the form of phenotypic
plasticity (i.e., the capacity of a genotype to render differ-
ent phenotypes under variable environments; [8, 9]).
Phenotypic plasticity can affect evolution by shifting
phenotypes that are under natural selection [8]. Moder-
ate levels of plasticity can promote evolution by, for ex-
ample, hastening adaptation to an altered environment
by increasing the frequency of beneficial alleles; on the
other hand, strong plasticity could impede population
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responses to natural selection by removing selective
forces that would otherwise drive adaptation through
genetic change [10–12]. If patterns of plasticity are gen-
etically variable, phenotypic plasticity can evolve in re-
sponse to selection imposed by variable environments
[13–15]. One of the essential goals in understanding the
impact of climate change on plants is to determine the
relative contribution to population persistence made by
phenotypic plasticity, phenotypic selection, and the evo-
lution of the plastic response in fitness-related traits.
Common-gardens are perhaps the most powerful ap-

proach to explore the goal of how climate change likely
affects plasticity. In a common garden, propagules from
natural populations are reared under the same condition;
environmental factors associated with population differ-
entiation can be evaluated based on the strength of
genetic clines in phenotypes, assuming that average phe-
notypes vary due to natural selection and reflect local
adaptation to environmental gradients [16]. Given a
common environmental exposure, thus over time
phenotypic differences can be ascribed to genetic differ-
ences rather than the effect of ontogeny or plastic devel-
opmental responses. In general, geographically separated
populations have undergone bouts of selection imposed
by their biotic and abiotic factors, leading to different
genetic population structure. Hence, a common-garden
experiment permits testing the predictions of adaptation
theory (e.g., [17–19]) and revealing the genetic differenti-
ation among populations as set by their past environments
(e.g., a burgeoning field of genome-wide association studies).
We invoked common-garden experiments to assess

adaptability under temporally environmental changes by
using black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa) natural
populations as a study system. Rapid anthropogenic glo-
bal change is jeopardizing the persistence of populations
and species, particularly trees that define the ecosystem
they occupy and shape local biodiversity [20, 21]. How-
ever, a paucity of studies has dealt with this question in
forest trees (e.g., [22–24]). The genetic basis of phenology
traits (e.g., bud-break [25]), biomass traits (e.g., wood
characteristics [26]) and ecophysiology traits (e.g., stomata
[27]) in P. trichocarpa has been detected and underpins
population-wide geographical patterns. Genetically based
clines for these traits can signify adaptation to continuous
environmental variation along gradients, yet phenotypic
divergence along gradients can also arise due to plasticity
and/or neutral processes [28, 29].
To determine whether trees genetic clines are adaptive

over time, 18 phenology, biomass, and ecophysiology traits
of 403 P. trichocarpa genotypes from 29 natural popula-
tions were assessed in a common garden over multiple
years. In this study, we first asked whether patterns of
within-generation phenotypic plasticity of each trait differed
between years and varied across populations as well as the

relationship between plasticity and fitness. Second, we stud-
ied the extent of the temporal variation in the form, direc-
tion, and magnitude of natural selection imposed on
phenotypic traits. Addressing these two questions informs
us whether plasticity of the studied traits is adaptive or not.
If plasticity can increase relative fitness across variable envi-
ronments, then plasticity is adaptive; conversely, plasticity is
nonadaptive if it moves phenotypes farther away from the
optimum due to environmental changes [12, 30]. Moreover,
non-adaptive plasticity can also be neutral due to differ-
ences in trait expression through development. Third, we
investigated whether traits under strong selection exhibit
more pronounced joint evolution with source niche cli-
mate. Linking responses of populations to environmental
variation and the conditions to which they evolved in the
past helps predict possible tendencies of trait evolution
under climate change.

Results
Main results would be reported based on the analysis of
18 traits related with phenology, biomass, and ecophysi-
ology in 403 individuals from 29 natural populations of
Populus trichocarpa, measured in a common garden
over consecutive years, 2008–2010.

Propagules in the common garden likely underwent
drought exposures
Given all trait measurements performed prior to August
of each year (Additional file 1: Note S1), climate in 2009
(or 2010) denoted the period of September 2008 (or
2009) to August 2009 (or 2010), respectively (data
source in Additional file 1: Note S2). While monthly
average temperature between the two years fluctuated
mainly in January through March with a mean difference
of 2 °C (Additional file 1: Figure S2A), considerable
monthly precipitation changes occurred in September
through March with a mean difference of 41 mm (Add-
itional file 1: Figure S2A). Year 2010 had both higher
mean temperature and more rainfall than 2009, but the
difference was not statistically significant (P = 0.81 and
0.32, respectively, by paired t-test; Additional file 1: Fig-
ure S2B). By comparing climates in the common garden
with in tree origin sites, we found that mean annual
temperature in the Garden was significantly higher than
in the origin sites of North (P = 0.0076 by Wilcoxon test;
Fig. 1a) but not significantly different to sites of South and
Oregon (P = 0.39 and 0.07, respectively; Fig. 1a); by con-
trast, mean annual precipitation was significantly lower in
the Garden than in all tree origin sites of the three demes
(all P < 0.05; Fig. 1b). This indicates that propagules in the
common garden were likely to experience environmental
exposures to drought.
Correlations between garden climate and traits showed

negative relationships in all phenology traits but post-
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bud set period, all ecophysiology traits but C: N, LMA-
summer and WUE, and positive relationships in all bio-
mass traits but height: volume (Fig. 1c). Climate had
high correlations (|ρ| > 0.4 and P < 0.001) positively with
height (0.61), volume (0.57), LMAsummer (0.59), and
WUE (0.41) and negatively with canopy duration (−
0.58), growth period (− 0.53), and gs (− 0.42) (Fig. 1c).
This indicates that differences in the expression of traits
across years are associated with the environment that
propagules experienced in the common garden.

Population-by-year interaction reveals strength and
direction of plasticity
All five phenology and two biomass traits (Table 1) sig-
nificantly varied among populations (all P < 0.001) and

between years (all P < 0.001 except for height: diameter)
(Fig. 2 and Table 2), reflecting population divergence
likely due to local genetic adaptation and phenotypic
plasticity. Our data revealed that genetic correlations be-
tween phenology traits were very strong (all |r| > 0.9,
P < 0.001) in populations (Additional file 1: Table S2)
and post-bud set period was negatively correlated with
the other four phenology and two biomass traits (Add-
itional file 1: Table S2). The average trait values clinally
varied (Fig. 2a) in populations distributed in a latitudinal
gradient (Additional file 1: Figure S1), indicative of gen-
etically based clines. The populations of the northern
deme had higher variability than those from the other
two demes (Fig. 2a). Best linear unbiased predictions
(BLUPs) can be used to compare which genotypes are

Fig. 1 Common garden climates over data collection periods contrasting with historical climates of tree origins and their corrections with the
traits. Comparisons of mean annual temperature (MAT; A) and mean annual precipitation (MAP; B) between a common garden and tree origin
sites of three demes (North, South and Oregon) with P-values shown based on Wilcoxon test. We used MAT and MAP over years 2008–2010 for
propagules growing in the common garden and 30 years (1961–1990 normals) for the original natural sites (data extraction detailed in Additional
file 1: Note S2). (C) Radar plot showing all trait-climate correlations in the common garden settings. All traits are grouped into three categories
(phenology, biomass, and ecophysiology). The position of traits along the radial axis indicates the strength of correlation. The solid black line
represents zero correlation; the region inside (or outside) this line represents negative (or positive) correlations, respectively. The maximum
negative and positive correlations are − 0.58 and 0.61, respectively, marked on the graph. See Table 1 for concise annotation for the traits
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more or less plastic [31] as shown in Additional file 1:
Figure S3, and the plasticity differences were significant
among genotypes based on tests for the random effect
(i.e., ‘Genetics’) in all traits (all P ≤ 0.008) except for can-
opy duration (Table 2). The magnitude of the year effect
was comparable to the variation ascribed to populations
(i.e., value range of year-effect fell within population
variation; Fig. 2a). For the phenology traits, only post-
bud set period was higher in 2010 than in 2009, while
the other traits had higher values in 2009 (Fig. 2A); for
the biomass traits, active growth rate was higher in 2010
than in 2009 and height: diameter was comparable be-
tween the two years (Fig. 2a). This indicates that the
magnitude of plasticity was considerably high for popu-
lations between years. Consistent with this observed pat-
tern of plasticity between years, estimated trait values
were higher in 2010 only for post-bud set period and active
growth rate (Additional file 1: Figure S4). Furthermore, we
found significant population-by-year interactions (all P ≤
0.004; Table 2), attesting to among-population differences
in the plastic responses to yearly varying environments.
Compared with 2009, plasticity decreased in 2010 in all
phenology traits except for post-bud set period (Fig. 2b).

Populations of the northern deme were more sensitive to
temporal environmental fluctuations than other popula-
tions in southern or Oregon demes (Fig. 2b).
In contrast to phenology and biomass traits, all eco-

physiology traits significantly varied among populations
(all P < 0.01), reflecting population differentiation for all
traits; but only five of the 11 ecophysiology traits (C: N,
δ15N, gs, LMAsummer, and WUE) significantly differed be-
tween years (all P ≤ 0.033) (Additional file 1: Table S3
and Figure S5), indicating plasticity of the five ecophysi-
ology traits. These traits were significantly correlated
with at least another ecophysiology trait (all P < 0.05,
smallest |r| = 0.63) except for δ15N and LMAsummer

(Additional file 1: Table S2). The average trait values
varied less clearly along a latitudinal gradient (Additional
file 1: Figure S5) compared with phenology and biomass
traits (Fig. 2). The populations of the northern deme dis-
played higher variability than those from the other two
demes (Additional file 1: Figure S5). BLUPs seemed
homogenous across the populations (Additional file 1:
Figure S3) and the random effect (‘Genetics’) was signifi-
cant only in Δleaf and gs (all P ≤ 0.0005; Additional file 1:
Table S3). The magnitude of population-level plasticity

Table 1 List of study traits measured in 403 Populus trichocarpa individuals from 139 provenances classified into 29 populations of
three demes in a common environment over two years

Category/ Trait Unit

Phenology trait

Bud set d (Julian date)

Canopy duration (bud break to 100% leaf drop) d (Julian date)

Growth period (bud break to final bud set) d (Julian date)

Leaf drop d (Julian date)

Post-bud set period (bud set to 100% leaf drop) d (Julian date)

Biomass trait

Active growth rate cm d−1

Height: diameter (ratio) cm: cm

Height cm

Volume cm3

Ecophysiology trait

Amax (maximum photosynthetic rate) μmol CO2 m
−2 s−1

Amax/mass (photosynthetic rate per unit dry mass) μmol CO2 g
−1 s− 1

C: N (carbon to nitrogen ratio) mgmg− 1

Δleaf (leaf carbon isotope discrimination) ‰

δ15N (stable nitrogen isotope ratio) ‰

gs (stomatal conductance) mol H2O m−2 s− 1

LMAsummer (leaf mass per unit area in summer) mg cm− 2

Narea (leaf nitrogen content per unit area) mgmm− 2

Nmass (leaf nitrogen content per unit dry mass) mgmg− 1

NUE (photosynthetic nitrogen-use efficiency) μmol CO2 g
−1 N s− 1

WUE (instantaneous water-use efficiency) μmol CO2 mmol− 1 H2O
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between years was minor compared to the variation due
to population (Additional file 1: Figure S5). Moreover,
there was no significant population-by-year inter-
action for all these traits except for Amax (Additional
file 1: Table S3), indicating minor among-population
differences in the plasticity of ecophysiology traits.
Similar to phenology and biomass, populations of the

northern deme were more sensitive to different tem-
poral environments in ecophysiology (Additional file
1: Figure S6).

Population differentiation in traits is driven by selection
The QST analysis indicated high differentiation in the
phenology, biomass, and most of ecophysiology traits

Fig. 2 Population and temporal environment affect phenology and biomass traits independently and through their interactions. (A) Both
population and temporal environment affect the traits. The graph shows ordinary least-squares (OLS) mean trait values for each population (black
filled circle) and for two years representing two temporal environments (red and blue empty-circles for 2009 and 2010, respectively) from a
REML-linear mixed model (Table 2). Hence, black circles show the mean trait values for each population (averaged over years); red and blue
circles show the mean trait value (average across all populations) in 2009 and 2010, respectively. Note that the horizontal position of the red/
blue circles is uninformative and they are just placed in the center of each panel for visualization. Error bars represent 95% credible intervals and
two vertical green lines delimit the populations into three demes, that is, northern, southern and Oregon (from left to right), where populations
were aligned accordingly from 1 to 30 (details in Additional file 1: Figure S1 and Table S1). (B) Phenotypical plasticity between years is variable
among populations. Populations are separated by vertical dashed lines. The filled-circles are OLS mean trait values for each population over two
years (black and red dots for 2009 and 2010, respectively) with 95% credible intervals. See Table 1 for concise annotation for the traits
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(Table 1) among the 29 populations (Fig. 3). Both point
estimates and 95% Bayesian CIs exceeded the FST 95%
CI (0.015–0.177) for all traits but δ15N and NUE (Fig. 3).
In particular, phenology and two biomass traits (height
and volume) showed indications of considerably higher
than neutral divergence (QST > 0.8 > > FST) (Fig. 3). This
indicates that natural selection imposed on phenology
and biomass prevailed over on ecophysiology. This add-
itionally confirmed phenotypic divergence in the com-
mon garden as evidence of adaptation rather than drift.

Strength and direction of selection on traits over time
In the phenotypic selection analysis, annual height gain
was used as a proxy for fitness. Fitness had significantly
high correlations with phenology traits (|ρ| ranging from
0.55 to 0.88; all P < 0.0001; Additional file 1: Figure S7).
For biomass traits, fitness was highly correlated with ac-
tive growth rate (ρ = 0.88, P < 0.0001) as expected (N.B.
fitness estimated as plant size (height) gain here), but
not with height: diameter (ρ = − 0.01, P = 0.1064) (Add-
itional file 1: Figure S7). Nine of 11 ecophysiology traits
had significant correlations (P < 0.05) with fitness, in
which only C: N and WUE showed positive relationships
(Additional file 1: Figure S7). Individuals with higher fit-
ness also exhibited higher phenotypic plasticity for two
phenology traits (bud set and growth period with ρ = 0.7
and 0.4, respectively; both P < 0.0001), active growth rate
(ρ = 0.54; P < 0.0001), and three ecophysiology traits (C: N,
NUE, and WUE with ρ = 0.18, 0.10, and 0.15, respectively;
all P < 0.05) (Additional file 1: Figure S8), but there was a
reverse fitness-plasticity relationship for post-bud set period
(ρ = − 0.68; P < 0.0001), height: diameter (ρ = − 0.18; P <
0.0001), and two ecophysiology traits (δ15N and Nmass with

ρ = − 0.16 and − 0.19, respectively; both P < 0.05) (Add-
itional file 1: Figure S8).
Selection analysis revealed 36 cases of statistically sig-

nificant selection: 24 cases of linear selection (β) on the
18 study traits, 11 cases of stabilizing (quadratic) selec-
tion (negative γ), and one case of disruptive selection
(positive γ) (Table 3; statistic details in Additional file 1:
Table S4 and S5). Similar results were obtained when
relative fitness residuals were used as fitness (Additional
file 1: Figures S9 and S10). With one exception to post-
bud set period, high values of phenology and biomass
traits (i.e., longer periods of phenological events and
high biomass) were associated with increased fitness
over two years (Table 3). On the premises of considering
significant selection only, high ecophysiology trait values
for WUE were associated with increased fitness consist-
ently over the two years (Table 3); high Δleaf and gs were
consistently associated with lower fitness (Table 3).
Based on the data pooled from both years, findings illus-
trated that linear selection on all 18 traits varied between
years (Additional file 1: Table S6). With the exception of
four ecophysiology traits (Amax/mass, δ

15N, gs and Narea),
all tests for Year × β interactions for each trait rejected
the null hypothesis that these selection differentials were
equivalent (Additional file 1: Table S6), indicating that
most of the traits had heterogeneous selection differentials
between years. Specifically, selection direction was
concordant over time for each of phenology and bio-
mass traits (Table 3), but the magnitude of selection
significantly differed over time. WUE and Δleaf,
though consistent selection directions, underwent dif-
ferent strength of selection over time (Table 3 and
S6). In addition, high gs was equally selected against
over time (Table 3 and S6).

Fig. 3 Estimate of quantitative trait differentiation (QST) among 29 populations. Circle marks point estimate and line indicates 95% Bayesian
credible intervals. A grey band shows 95% credible intervals for global neutral FST among the populations. See Table 1 for concise annotation for
the traits
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For thoroughness, we also calculated linear selection
gradients to evaluate direct selection on each trait while
controlling the effect of possible unmeasured traits on
fitness (Additional file 1: Note S4). The selection gradi-
ents partly agreed with the selection differentials, and
consistently showed that active growth rate was under
positive selection over time (Additional file 1: Table S7).
As the selection gradient determines statistically how
much selection acts directly on each trait versus indir-
ectly through correlations with other traits, missing data
of ecophysiology traits may impede the reliability of such
multivariate analysis applicable to our case. We therefore
focused on analysis of selection differentials for results
interpretation.
Finally, we presented evidence that stabilizing selection

acted on height: diameter over the two years (Table 3
and Additional file 1: Figure S10; based on test for sig-
nificance and peak falling within the values of a given
trait across populations); also on traits in a single year,
which included growth period, post-bud set period,
Amax/mass, gs and WUE (Table 3 and Additional file 1:
Figure S10). In addition, we found evidence of disruptive
selection acted on leaf drop in one year (Table 3 and
Additional file 1: Figure S10).

Joint evolution of traits and source niche climate
We investigated evolutionary associations between traits
and the environment that is tied to source niche climate
conditions populations were exposed to in the past. To
begin with, phenology and biomass traits coevolved with
latitude (Fig. 4), which supported these traits variation in
a latitudinal gradient (Fig. 2a). Phenology traits had most
strongly supported evolutionary associations with niche
climates. Specifically, four of five phenology traits (bud
set, canopy duration, growth period, and leaf drop) had
positive associations with both temperature (MAT) and
rainfall (PSeasonality); post-bud set period was also
highly associated with these two climate variables but in
a negative manner (Fig. 4). Moreover, increased
temperature in wettest quarter (TWettestQtr) and de-
creased precipitation in warmest quarter (PWarmestQtr)
promoted phenology evolution towards extended bud
set and abbreviated post-bud set period (Fig. 4). High in-
vestment in biomass (height and volume) was found in
areas with high temperature (Fig. 4). In addition, high
photosynthetic rate (Amax and Amax/mass) had strongly
supported negative associations with precipitation (PSea-
sonality); by contrast, high rainfall (MAT and PSeasonal-
ity) was strongly associated with C: N in a positive
manner (Fig. 4). However, WUE was not significantly
driven by any climate variable of source niches (Fig. 4).
Estimated correlation coefficients in all the BayesTraits
analyses ranged from − 0.33 to 0.41, and 24 of 120 were
individually strongly supported (logBF > 10). The 19

Table 3 Linear (β) and quadratic (γ) selection differentials for
phenology, biomass, and ecophysiology traits

Trait Year β γ

Bud set 2009 0.255*** − 0.043***

2010 0.386*** −0.027

Canopy duration 2009 0.121*** −0.032

2010 0.240*** −0.042

Growth period 2009 0.187*** −0.036*

2010 0.347*** −0.102***

Leaf drop 2009 0.232*** −0.023

2010 0.342*** 0.201***

Post-bud set period 2009 −0.162*** −0.047**

2010 −0.316*** −0.108***

Height: diameter 2009 0.082*** −0.060**

2010 0.008*** −0.073*

Active growth rate 2009 0.293*** −0.032**

2010 0.399*** −0.023

Amax 2009 −0.077*** −0.024

2010 0.002 −0.092

Amax/mass 2009 −0.053** −0.042*

2010 −0.054 −0.038

C: N 2009 − 0.025 0.027

2010 0.045 −0.065

Δleaf 2009 −0.054** −0.050

2010 −0.110*** −0.037

δ15N 2009 −0.002 −0.019

2010 −0.028 −0.038

gs 2009 −0.093*** −0.035

2010 −0.089** −0.090*

LMAsummer 2009 −0.037* −0.018

2010 0.027 −0.051

Narea 2009 0.006 0.010

2010 0.007 −0.046

Nmass 2009 0.031 0.010

2010 −0.059 −0.062

NUE 2009 −0.082*** −0.006

2010 −0.011 −0.047

WUE 2009 0.029* −0.007

2010 0.097*** −0.093**

Significance: * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001
The signs and magnitudes indicate the direction and strength of the
linear (β) or non-linear (γ) selection on each trait in either year.
Significant F-tests indicates nonzero selection differentials (Additional file
1: Table S4) on a trait in a given year. The selection differential describes
both direct and indirect selection on each trait. It equals to the
regression coefficient of relative fitness onto standardized trait values
after controlling the effect of any unmeasured traits on fitness by
including a random intercept term, ‘Genetics’ (i.e., average Euclidean
genetic distance using genetic marker data). For quadratic selection, a
negative, significant value of γ indicates stabilizing selection, while a
positive value is evidence for disruptive selection (tests detailed in
Additional file 1: Table S5). Both selection analyses were visualized in
Additional file 1: Figures S9 and S10
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additional correlations were moderately supported (10 ≥
logBF > 5); 28 had weak support (5 ≥ logBF > 2), and the
remaining 49 lacked substantial support (logBF ≤ 2).
Around one-fifth (24 out of 120) of the comparisons had
a Bayes factor that exceeded the threshold of 9.8 to hold
across all comparisons (Fig. 4). Finally, we note that a
species distribution model (unpubl. Work; Additional
file 1: Figure S11) showed that Mean Annual Precipita-
tion and Mean Annual Temperature contributed 40 and
39% to the model prediction, respectively; PSeasonality
only accounted for 5.5% (more detail in Additional file 1:
Note S8). This indicates that climate variables key to
population persistence may not directly drive trait
evolution.

Discussion
This study used common-gardens to study the contem-
porary evolution of a species to climate change and
linked trait evolution and source niche climate to dis-
cern the joint evolution of traits with climatic niches in
a macroevolutionary context. This study revealed that P.
trichocarpa is likely to cope with environmental changes
(e.g., extreme climates of drought) through the evolution
of extended bud set and growth period, abbreviated
post-bud set period, and increased drought resistance in
ecophysiology.

Patterns of phenotypic plasticity and its adaptability
In P. trichocarpa, population and temporal environ-
ment interacted to affect the strength and direction of
plasticity in phenology and biomass traits. All five
phenology and two biomass traits had significant dif-
ferences among populations and between years with
substantial population-by-year interactions (Table 2
and Fig. 2a), highlighting the consequences of phen-
ology and biomass changes in response to environ-
mental differences. This corroborates relatively high
plasticity in phenological events [32–34] and biomass
allocation traits [35] in other woody species. By con-
trast, ecophysiology traits exhibited significant dispar-
ities between populations (Additional file 1: Table S3
and Figure S5), in support of genetic differentiation
among populations. This was in agreement with previ-
ous findings in, for instance, Amax, Δleaf, gs, Nmass, and
WUE [36–38]. However, not all ecophysiology traits
showed significant plasticity and differed between
years among populations (Additional file 1: Table S3).
This may be caused by biochemical and biophysical
processes as responses to environmental conditions,
largely influencing some ecophysiology traits, for in-
stance, Amax [39] and Δleaf [40, 41]. Moreover, altering
short-term ecophysiological processes may present an
acclimation to environmental variation – a facultative
and reversible form of plasticity [42, 43].

Fig. 4 Correlated evolution analysis between trait and niche climate. Correlations are either positive (red triangle) or negative (black circle), vary in
strength (size of shapes), and have different levels of support indicated by transparency of circle colors (none of support: logBF < 2, complete
transparency; weak support: logBF > 2, high transparency; moderate support: logBF > 5, low transparency; strong support: logBF > 10, no
transparency). Green asterisks indicate correlations that meet the criterion threshold adjusted for multiple comparisons. After a reduction of
collinearity among climatic variables, six of 19 bioclimatic variables were selected and visualized in an ascending order (top-down) based on
relative contribution to niche suitability (details in Additional file 1: Note S8). Climate variables and their abbreviations: Mean Annual Temperature
(MAT), Mean Diurnal Range (DiurnalRange), Mean Temperature of Wettest Quarter (TWettestQtr), Mean Annual Precipitation (MAP), Precipitation
Seasonality (PSeasonality) and Precipitation of Warmest Quarter (PWarmestQtr). See Table 1 for concise annotation for the traits
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Natural selection drives the evolution of phenotypic
plasticity such that there must be genetic variation in
plasticity on which selection can act [44], leading to
plasticity clines akin to genetically based counterparts.
We found that populations in the northern deme were
more plastic than those from the other two demes,
southern or Oregon (Fig. 1B and Additional file 1:
Figure S5). Possibly because the northern populations
are more plastic in response to forcing (warm spring
temperatures) or have larger geographic differences in
the photoperiod and forcing interactions or the chill-
ing (intensity of winter temperature) and forcing re-
quirements in the common garden than southern or
Oregon populations. Based on phenology and biomass
traits, populations had elevated or dampened mean
trait values roughly in a latitude gradient (Fig. 2a).
This is congruent with the evidence that more vari-
able environments (e.g., shorter photosynthetic pe-
riods and harsh winters for the northern deme)
facilitate the evolution of greater plasticity when en-
vironmental cues are predictable [45–47]. Further-
more, this divergence between northern and the other
demes may be genetically arisen by reproductive isola-
tion due to a natural barrier – no cottonwood belt
[48], limiting gene flow between the two deme
groups. Additionally, the studied populations were
separated by topographic barriers and habitat for each
population may be heterogeneous, possibly leading to
the exposure to different selective pressures.
In addition to the observed genetic variation in plasti-

city, significant correlations between plasticity and fit-
ness constitute another important component for the
evolvability of plasticity [49]. If plasticity can increase fit-
ness in a new environment, then increased plasticity is
expected to evolve; decreased plasticity might also evolve, if
nonadaptive plasticity results in fitness decline [49]. Signifi-
cant plasticity (i.e., G × E interactions in Table 2 and Add-
itional file 1: Table S3) and fitness-plasticity relationships
(Additional file 1: Figure S8) indicate that increased plasticity
in bud set, growth period, active growth rate, and WUE was
likely to evolve; decreased plasticity in post-bud set period
might coevolve as well due to its strong negative correlation
with bud set (ρ=− 0.99, P < 0.0001; Additional file 1: Table
S2).

Evolutionary potential for plasticity driven by natural
selection
Individuals that can modify their development in differ-
ent environments must be endowed with the ability to
obtain high fitness. Temporal variation in fitness re-
sponse to environmental changes quantifies the extent
of temporal heterogeneity of selection, providing clues
to better assess the cumulative patterns of adaptive vari-
ation over time [50–52]. With one exception to post-

bud set period, phenology traits were under significant
positive selection (Table 3). This indicates that selection
consistently favored extended durations of bud set, can-
opy (bud break to leaf drop), growth (bud break to final
bud set) and leaf drop while disfavoring long post-bud
set period (bud set to leaf drop), or rather, selecting for
a shorter period between final bud set and timing of leaf
drop. Contradictory to the selection pattern of WUE,
most ecophysiology traits (e.g., Δleaf and gs) were under
significant negative selection (Table 3). Moreover, active
growth rate and height: diameter were selected for over
the two years (Table 3). It suggests that P. trichocarpa
evolved toward increasing biomass accumulation (fitness
gain) through extended canopy duration while abbrevi-
ated duration from final bud set to timing of leaf drop,
which would occur through increased WUE to escape
drought or improve drought tolerance [53, 54]. This out-
come supported that drought pressures were likely im-
posed on the propagules in the common garden (Fig. 1).
Similar to the common-garden experiment, a resurrection
study in an annual plant also documented rapid evolution-
ary changes in traits related to flowering phenology,
drought tolerance (WUE), and reproductive fitness [55].
Furthermore, the selection analysis showed that given

significant selections, all selection directions were con-
sistent over time for single traits (Table 3). Without con-
sidering tests of significance, there were eight of 36 cases
of selection whose direction reversed sign between years
(Table 3). This supports temporal fluctuations were pri-
marily found in traits that underwent relatively weak se-
lection [51], with sampling errors inflating heterogeneity
in most estimates of selection [56]. Fluctuating selection
can lead to evolutionary stasis if the direction of selec-
tion reverses sign frequently [51, 57]. These temporal
changes in the sign of directional selection could mani-
fest in stabilizing selection across multiple episodes of
selection as populations repeatedly traverse the summit
of a fitness peak [58, 59]. Evolutionary stasis arises if the
position of the peak within phenotypic space is stable
[60]. Nonetheless, long-term studies are needed to test
whether temporal variation in selection could account
for the stability of genetic clines, although short-term
directional selection is very frequent. In addition, we de-
tected evidence for stabilizing selection in seven of the
eight significant quadratic selection on traits, that is, se-
lection in favor of intermediate trait values (Table 3 and
Additional file 1: Figure S10; based on significance test
and peak falling within data range).

Joint evolution of phenotypic traits with climatic niches
Studying the joint evolution of traits with climate in a
macroevolutionary context allows us to know historically
evolutionary drivers and directions of traits and thus to
better predict the impact of environmental changes on
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trait evolution. The tendency for post-bud set period to be
longer for plants from warmer climates (Fig. 4) is consist-
ent with countergradient variation [61], while the other
phenology traits showed cogradient variation (Fig. 4).
Comparative analyses of niche macroevolution in plants
have revealed that the evolution of some key traits (e.g.,
leaf forms and phenology) can facilitate the colonization
of stressful environments within arid or cold climates [62,
63]. In this study, high genetic correlations among phen-
ology and biomass traits prompt joint evolution of these
traits driven by similar evolutionary forces (Additional file
1: Table S2). We confirmed that both phenology and bio-
mass traits were driven by common climate variables (e.g.,
MAT; Fig. 4) and respectively distinct climates (e.g., PSea-
sonality for phenology and TWettestQtr for biomass; Fig.
4). Of these, Mean Annual Temperature and Precipitation
Seasonality were most important in influencing traits (Fig.
4); the former was found to considerably contribute to
species distribution (39%) based on a species distribution
modeling (Additional file 1: Figure S11 and Note S7;
unpubl. work). However, Mean Annual Precipitation had
a substantial contribution to species distribution (40%)
but played a less important role in the evolution of studied
traits, except for leaf drop and C: N (Fig. 4).

Caveats and limitations
To examine phenotypic plasticity in plants, multiple
common gardens with different environmental condi-
tions are usually established, where clones are planted.
Such an experimental design permits assessing plastic
responses of individuals with the same genetic makeup
but exposed to differential environments at the same
time [16]. For long-lived trees, a workable approach is to
cultivate clonal ramets in greenhouse and then outplant
propagules in common gardens; before propagules are
well acclimated to field planting sites for trait measure-
ments, additional 5–6 years are needed, in addition to
propagules’ production (e.g., [64–66] for common gar-
den approaches used in forest trees). However, there re-
main potential issues in testing plasticity for those
propagules: ontogeny confounded with plasticity; micro-
biome interacting with developing roots; moreover, as
plant ages, decreased growth rate and increased leaf
mass per unit area (LMA) due to decreased foliar bio-
mass can be expected. All these factors should be con-
sidered and teased apart from plastic responses as best
one can, for example, modeling with plant development
terms included.
This large-scale study reasonably allows plasticity test-

ing based on temporally environmental changes in a
common garden, on the grounds that the study spanned
two consecutive years using branch cuttings rooted for
9–10 years and propagules were exposed to stronger en-
vironmental pressures over the two years compared with

the settings of tree origins (Fig. 1b); moreover, there
were obviously environmental fluctuations between both
years (Additional file 1: Figure S2). We additionally
found that the expression of traits over the two years
were highly correlated with the environmental condi-
tions of the common garden (Fig. 1c). Altogether, these
results point to plastic responses to environmental con-
ditions instead of ontogeny effects playing a main role in
changes in expressed traits over time.

Conclusions
While genetic clines in traits of ecological relevance are
relatively fixed, changing environmental conditions may
alter the shape of these clines by imposing novel selec-
tion. Understanding the magnitude and direction of
phenotypic plasticity and selection permits predicting
the evolutionary potential for the adaptability of plasti-
city to environmental changes; further combining with
trait evolution jointly with climatic niches ascertains
possible long-term tendencies of trait evolution under
climate change. In general, natural selection imposed on
phenology and biomass traits prevailed over on ecophys-
iology counterparts (Fig. 3). Trait- or plasticity-fitness
relationships (Additional file 1: Figures S7 and S8) and
selection analysis (Table 3) consistently showed that
plasticity of bud set, growth period, active growth rate,
and WUE is adaptive (significant positive selection and
strong positive correlation between plasticity and relative
fitness) over time, in contrast to that of post-bud set
period in a nonadaptive direction (negative selection and
plasticity-fitness correlation). Analysis for the joint evo-
lution of traits with source niche climate illustrated that
bud set and growth period were strongly driven by MAT
and PSeasonality in a positive direction, contrasting to
strong negative correlations with post-bud set period
(Fig. 4). Overall, we presented evidence that P. tricho-
carpa is able to increase fitness via increasing active
growth rate (biomass) and likely to extend bud set and
entire growth period as responses to less limiting
temperature (including less frequent frost events) due to
climate change, reconciled by abbreviating the duration
from final bud set to the onset of leaf drop, and increase
drought resistance via increasing WUE. Therefore, this
study shows evidence that phenotypic plasticity likely
represents a vital flexibility that long-lived trees could
use to adapt to rapidly changing environments.

Methods
Study system and common garden
Branch cuttings were collected from naturally growing
trees of Populus trichocarpa Torr. & A. Gray by British
Columbia Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Re-
source Operations [48]. These trees were located in 29
drainages (topographic units separated by watershed
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barriers) extending 14° in latitude (45.6–59.6°N) span-
ning the species’ geographic distribution range (44 to
60°N, − 121 to − 138°W) in the Pacific Northwest
(Additional file 1: Figure S1). Cuttings were rooted and
outplanted at Surrey, British Columbia, Canada
(49.19°N, − 122.85°W, 134 masl) in 2000. In spring 2008,
propagules were collected from the Surrey site and used
to establish a randomized, replicated common garden at
the University of British Columbia Research Totem Field
(49.26°N, − 123.25°W, 82 masl) [67]. Field assessments of
a suite of traits in the common garden were conducted in
three consecutive years (N.B. 2008 only for height) for 403
P. trichocarpa individuals, and each individual was repli-
cated by 4–20 clonal ramets. These individuals were
grouped into 139 provenances within the 29 drainages
(populations, hereafter) and based on genetic population
structure deciphered by genetic markers [68], they belong
to three demes (i.e., northern, southern, and Oregon
(southernmost); Additional file 1: Table S1 and Figure S1).

Trait measurements
The measurements of phenology, biomass, and ecophysi-
ology traits have previously been described ([69]; also
see Additional file 1: Note S1 and Table 1 for concise
annotation). Briefly, seasonal canopy events were re-
corded directly from observations of trees and calculated
additional traits based on phenological date information.
The Julian dates of phenological events were recorded
for each tree, including bud break, final bud set and leaf
drop. Phenology events were marked using visual obser-
vations of the terminal bud on the main bole or canopy
as a whole. General growth was estimated at the end of
each season by measuring tree height and basal diameter
at 10 cm from the ground. Active growth rate was deter-
mined from yearly height gain divided by the growth
period. All ecophysiology traits measurements assessed
by gas exchange using either a LI-COR 6400 or LI-COR
6400 XT portable infrared gas exchange system (LI-COR
Biosciences). Three gas exchange traits were directly
measured including maximum photosynthetic rate
(Amax), stomatal conductance (gs), and instantaneous
water-use efficiency (WUE) as determined by photosyn-
thetic rate over transpiration under constant vapor pres-
sure deficit. After gas exchange sampling, two leaf tissue
discs were taken using a standard, hand-held punch
from an upper canopy leaf on each tree. Samples were
oven dried at 50 °C for 48 h and weighed to determine
leaf mass per unit area (LMA) and to calculate photo-
synthetic rate per unit dry mass (Amax/mass). Between 2
and 2.5 mg of dried tissue was analyzed for carbon (C)
and nitrogen (N) content and stable isotope ratios (δ13C
and δ15N, respectively). Based on these data, C to N ra-
tio (C: N), leaf N content per unit area (Narea) and per
unit dry mass (Nmass) and photosynthetic N-use

efficiency (NUE). δ13C values were used with correction
for sampling date to obtain net discrimination (Δleaf) as
a proxy measurement for time-integrated WUE.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were carried out in R v.3.5.1 [70].
All P-values throughout this study were adjusted using
the sequential Bonferroni correction [71]. Additional de-
tails of this section are available in the Supplemental
Methods (Additional file 1: Notes S3-S8).

Partitioning variance at population and temporal levels
We utilized univariate REML-linear mixed models
(LMMs) to partition population and environment contri-
butions to the variation in each of the 18 study traits
(type III ANOVA using the R packages lme4 and lmerT-
est [72, 73];). We specified separate models for each trait
with fixed effects including Year of measurement in a
common garden (Year), Population (nested in Year), and
their interactions (more details in Additional file 1: Note
S3). A significant Year effect indicates plastic responses
to environmental conditions (i.e., trait plasticity) and a
significant Population effect indicates population-level
differences in traits (i.e., genetic differentiation). Year ×
Population interaction implies plastic responses differ
among populations (i.e., different plasticity among popu-
lations reflected by G × E interactions [74];). Moreover,
we included a random factor, ‘Genetics’, estimated by
the average Euclidean genetic distance between geno-
types using genetic marker (single nucleotide poly-
morphism) data. To quantify plasticity at the population
level and between years, we estimated ordinary least-
squares (OLS) mean trait values for the fixed effects. We
extracted OLS values for a specific fixed effect from the
LMM by using the ‘lsmean’ function of the R package
lsmeans [75]. OLS mean trait values for Year, Popula-
tion, and Year × Population effects were used to quantify
plasticity. In addition, we performed Spearman’s rank
correlation tests of the OLS means for the Population
fixed effect to verify the correlations of the traits.

QST-FST comparisons
To test the hypothesis that the study traits differentiation
among populations is driven by natural selection, we esti-
mated levels of trait divergence based on QST – the quan-
titative genetic equivalent of FST [76, 77]. QST was
estimated following the method of [78]. The additive vari-
ance components between (σ2between ) and within (σ2within )
populations for each trait were obtained through nested
ANOVA (i.e., provenances nested within populations)
using the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach
in the R package MCMCglmm [79]. In a Bayesian frame-
work, each model employed resampling strategies across
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individuals within population and specifically, we used in-
verse Wishart priors and an MCMC of 50,000 iterations
with a burn-in of 10%. Some traits were log or square root
transformed to improve homoscedasticity. QST was calcu-
lated as σ2between / (σ2between + 2σ2within) and pairwise neutral
FST estimates for the 29 populations had been calculated
[68]. If QST value significantly exceeds FST, divergent
selection can be inferred, whereas the null hypothesis
that phenotypic differences are consistent with drift
alone cannot be rejected if QST does not differ signifi-
cantly from FST [76, 77, 80].

Phenotypic selection analysis
Prior to selection analysis, fitness was graphed against
plasticity of each trait across populations. The fitness-
plasticity relationship simply showcased whether plasticity
of a given trait was in an adaptive direction. Here, the
plasticity of a genotype was calculated as the mean differ-
ence in trait values between the two years [81] and annual
height gain was used as a proxy for fitness. Selection ana-
lyses [82] were then performed in each year using linear
mixed models to assess whether changes in phenology,
biomass, and ecophysiology traits were adaptive and
followed directional selection. Standardized linear (β) and
quadratic (γ) selection differentials were estimated as the
regression coefficients of relative fitness on the standard-
ized mean trait values of genotypes in each year [83]. Our
objective was to estimate the influence of a fitness func-
tion likely to vary between populations, and shifting over
time, and thus we relativized fitness and standardized trait
values (Z-scores) [84]. Moreover, these models included a
random intercept ‘Genetics’ term to control possible ef-
fects of unmeasured traits on fitness. Additionally, we
tested whether directional selection on each trait was tem-
porally heterogeneous by pooling data from both years
and then fitting a mixed-effects ANCOVA model with an
additional Year × Trait (β) interaction term (details in
Additional file 1: Note S4). Separate linear and quadratic
models were conducted for each year to retrieve selection
differentials (β and γ) and P-values. The parameter esti-
mate from the quadratic regressions were doubled to ob-
tain the quadratic selection differentials (details in
Additional file 1: Note S5) [85]. In all cases, significance
was assessed by performing permutation tests with 5000
bootstrap samples. Finally, relative fitness residuals of all
individuals in each year (Additional file 1: Note S6) were
regressed onto standardized trait values in a linear or
quadratic way such that the comparisons of trait selection
analysis can be directly visualized between years.

Coevolution of traits with source niche climate
We tested the hypothesis that phenotypic trait evolution
is driven by source niche climate using the program

BayesTraits [86] implemented in the R wrapper package
‘btw’. This program analyzes continuous phenotypes
using a phylogenetically generalized least-squares ap-
proach under the assumption of Brownian motion, esti-
mating correlation coefficients and measures of support
for correlated evolution between variables. A phylogen-
etic tree for the individuals was constructed using indi-
vidual Euclidean genetic distance (Additional file 1:
Figure S12; unpubl. work). For each set of phylogenetic
tree and phenotypes or climate variables, we assessed a
model using the continuous function under an MCMC
setting, estimating the log marginal likelihood using the
stepping stone method with 100 stones and 1000 itera-
tions per stone. We estimated the log Bayes factor
(logBF) for the dependent model (correlation between
variables allowed) against the independent model (all
correlations fixed to zero) as twice the difference be-
tween the estimated log marginal likelihoods. We inter-
preted comparisons where logBF > 2, 5 or 10 as having
weak, moderate, or strong support, respectively (see
Additional file 1: Note S7 and S8 for more details).
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